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This study aimed to discuss the Tariqa Shattariyya (TS) in the Pariaman-translocal community of Indonesia. TS is an integral part of the life activities associated with these community groups. This research method is qualitative and relies on in-depth observation of the object under study. The perspective used by ethnography seeks to fully describe the Pariaman people who migrate to various regions of Indonesia. This study focused on Medan and Bekasi cities to explore TS and the Pariaman-translocal community. The findings of this study explain that wherever the Pariaman people migrate to Indonesia, the Syattariyah order will constantly be revived and developed there. As an ethno-tariqa, TS was formed by introducing it to the Pariaman culture. Through ethno-tariqa, it determines the identity of the Pariaman-Translocal community in order to constantly connect in their migrations. Therefore, the mission of the Pariaman-Translocal community is to disseminate TS as a “connection tool” overseas and form a spiritual ethnic community. TS is a “reminder tool” of their hometown used as a reference for their life overseas.

Introduction

The migrating Pariaman community is part of the Minangkabau sub-ethnic located on the West Sumatra island. The community practices a trans-local or global migration to the overseas territory. The Pariaman community is unique among other Minangkabau ethnicities, especially Tariqa Shattariyya’s (TS) spiritual connection. The community adopted and developed TS through Shaykh Burhanuddin Ulakan (Shaykh Ulakan), a
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Pariaman ulama connected to Shaykh ‘Abd al-Rauf al-Sinkili, the murshid and TS developer in the archipelago.⁴

Aceh Sultanate supported the TS development and spread in the archipelago.⁵ Shaykh Ulakan liaised to adapt the TS doctrine into the “Pariaman realm” as a spiritual order and an essential part of the community. The TS adaptation to the Pariaman culture created their ethnic identity. Furthermore, it is a dynamic tariqa that can grow and develop in the community’s culture. Locality does not affect its development but facilitates the community’s acceptance. TS facilitates an individual and group connection to the “world of Pariaman society.” It determines the Pariaman-translocal community’s ethnic identity through life activities. These ethnic groups continuously connect with TS during their migration as a “reminder and connection tool” to their hometown.

The Pariaman-translocal community applies TS as “self” and hometown, referencing the village in their doctrines or rituals. The community lives in various cities, such as Medan, Jakarta, Bekasi, Batam,

---


and others. The TS spiritual institution’s identity is easily found in mosques and surau.\(^6\) Furthermore, the results showed that Medan and Bekasi City have a TS connection through the Pariaman-translocal communities’ relations or Ulakan spirituality. Therefore, TS creates a spiritual community for liaison between the Pariaman-translocal groups. Both cities reflected a community identity through TS, indicating spiritual affiliations. Spiritual communities function as spiritual institutions and connect the community’s interests to maintain and preserve the TS traditions.

The Pariaman community adapts TS by unifying tariqa doctrines and rituals with society’s traditions. The TS adaptation process disregards the barriers between tariqa as a spiritual doctrine and society’s traditions, identifying TS and the communities. Therefore, tariqa and the community groups are connected by similar traditions adaptation. TS in the Pariaman-translocal community should be explored, especially in relation to TS as a spiritual sect and the meaning of “self” and “hometown.” Additionally, the meaning and function of TS in the Pariaman-translocal community should be explained.

**Trajectory of the TS**

TS is part of the tariqa rapidly growing in the archipelago, especially Indonesia. It has transformed into society’s religious traditions and is a transnational spiritual flow adapted in the local culture to be accepted and passed down between generations.\(^7\) In the Turkish region, TS, originally known as the *Tariqa Isyqiyya* or *Tariqa Bistamiyya*, was developed in Iran.\(^8\) It

\(^6\) As far as I can see, mosques and surau, established by the Pariaman-translocal community in several cities in Indonesia, especially Medan city and Bekasi city, always use the name *Shaykh* Burhanuddin as his name. The choice of name directly shows the connection with the TS in it.


transitioned into *Tariqa Shattariyah* when it spread and was adopted in India due to its association with Ahmad Shattar, considered the “founder” of *tariqa* doctrines and rituals. Shattar was an important figure in developing the two *tariqas* into TS. Developing TS, especially through *Sibgat Allah*, a disciple of Shattar, successfully transitioned into *Haramain* and later connected with al-Qushashi (1660 AD) and al-Kurani (1689 AD). TS was an official *tariqa* taught in Mecca. Shaykh al-Sinkili received TS from the two developer figures, as well as his teachers, and introduced it in Aceh to spread to various archipelago regions.

Shaykh al-Sinkili, as a TS liaison in the archipelago, spearheaded the TS spread. He was appointed as *qadi qudat* in the Sultanate of Aceh when he returned from *Haramain* in the *Sultanah Safinah* period. His strategic position enabled him to introduce TS to the archipelago through his

---


students from various regions. Additionally, the Sultanate of Aceh supported al-Sinkili to disseminate TS. Shaykh Ulakan, al-Sinkili’s student,\textsuperscript{13} helped spread TS in the Minangkabau realm, especially the Pariaman region. Shaykh Ulakan developed TS, emphasizing its practice, specifically at the lower social level. In contrast, al-Sinkili was an intellect in his various works spread in the archipelago as the court realm, while Shaykh Ulakan was involved with the grassroots. Shaykh Ulakan internalized the TS doctrines and rituals into Pariaman society and was more popular than his teacher, but the TS in the Pariaman-Minangkabau realm is associated with al-Sinkili. However, Shaykh Ulakan’s popularity surpassed al-Singkili’s because he introduced TS in the Pariaman.

Shaykh Ulakan’s TS in the Pariaman realm disregarded the embodiment of doctrines and rituals in the Ulakan community.\textsuperscript{14} He simplified the \textit{wujudiyya} (pantheism) doctrine due to the Pariaman community’s religious and social situation, which strongly practiced sharia, especially the \textit{fiqh} and theology based on \textit{abd al-sunnah wa al-Jama’ah}. He believed that maintaining the pantheism doctrine would contradict the community and affect the dissemination of TS. Therefore, this simplicity


was creative-ijtibad and differentiated the al-Sinkili doctrine. This simplification established TS as a spiritual order without conflicting with society’s traditions. Shaykh Ulakan was a central figure in the Pariaman community as a spiritual and traditional figure who reconciled traditional debates with Islam.

**TS as Ethno-Tariqa**

Accepting the TS doctrines and rituals in the Pariaman society’s traditions established the ethno-tariqa. The Pariaman community’s acceptance took a long time process to become an integral part of their traditional activities. TS is the spiritual community’s identity and a part of society’s “self” as it transformed into the “Pariaman cultural body”. The cultural transformation connected TS and the Pariaman culture into the community’s tradition. The TS ethic unification turned it into a culture maintained and preserved by the community. The TS and Pariaman culture unification established ethno-Sufism in society, especially in migrating groups. Ethno-Sufism is part of the Pariaman community’s spiritual identity as a cultured society and community group. TS, as an ethno-tariqa, is Shaykh Ulakan’s main character in Pariaman society, known as the “silsila link” and carrier of the TS doctrines and rituals. Shaykh Ulakan was an important figure for TS due to his murshid position as its reference and interpreter in the Pariaman culture. Additionally, he

---


reconciled religion and customs in the Pariaman community by integrating “adat basandi syarak, syarak basandi Kitabullah” (the custom is based on sharia, sharia is based on the al-Qur’an). Therefore, TS was introduced and accepted in the Pariaman society as a tradition that determines their culture in term of religion and custom.

The TS’s acceptance as a spiritual school enabled acculturation and peace, forming the community’s traditions. TS is accepted as the community’s religious tradition as a spiritual sect or Pariaman culture. TS supports its acculturation with the local culture to accept their traditions as a spiritual expression, without conflict. TS entities adapt to local traditions and simplify the tariqa for the community’s acceptance. It colors the community’s traditions as a spiritual reference in their activities. The Pariaman community’s acculturation forms an ethno-tariqa based on TS’s spiritual identity.

TS identity adapted to the local culture creates a different expression from the TS in other areas. The “local faces” expression is separated from the ethno-tariqa formation due to the peculiarities between each region accepting and adopting TS. The ethno-tariqa describes tariqa as a spiritual school without a strict and rigid entity but as a dynamic identity in all situations and conditions. The Pariaman society’s formation of ethno-tariqa is determined by the TS and local cultural connection with a dynamic side. The ethno-tariqa in the Pariaman community integrate TS into their culture. The TS and local culture unification connect the spiritual

17 In the context of TS’s experience that comes from Shaykh ‘Abd al-Rauf, he was able to adapt to the local culture of his community. For example, TS entered the Pariaman-Minangkabau cultural tradition through Shaykh Ulakan, into Sundanese culture through Shaykh Muhyi Pamijahan, and through Shaykh Abdul Malik into the Malay world in Terengganu Malaysia.


19 Werner Kraus, The Shattariyya Sufi Brotherhood in Aceh Arndt Aceh: History, Politics and Culture; Sri Kuhnt-Saprodewa, Nationalism and Culture Revival in Southeast Asia: Perspectives from the Centre and the Region.
The Tariqa Syattariya

doctrine and society’s culture. The Pariaman community’s TS practice is homogeneous based on a certain community’s traditions and cultural acceptance, creating an identity as a value system to determine good and bad.\(^{20}\)

TS in the Pariaman community is “themselves” because of the long adaptation process, which continues to enter “into” the community between generations and cannot be distinguished from local cultural entities.\(^{21}\) TS is part of the Pariaman culture that forms life values in their current customary system or as a reference for their activities, including a value system differentiating good and bad. It is an “ethnic self” identity strengthened by maintaining TS as part of the ethnic self through society’s doctrines and traditions.\(^{22}\) Various doctrines and traditions are maintained through spiritual rituals as part of the Pariaman community’s culture. Maintaining the TS tradition in the Pariaman community in the face of globalization is getting stronger, changing their lives. The TS identity and tradition are integrated into the Pariaman community’s activities and strengthened through spiritual life. Globalization enables localities to survive and thrive in society.

The Pariaman society’s TS identity is a value system that determines the people’s attitude toward adhering to tradition or the community groups disregarding tradition. The TS value system determines the

---


\(^{21}\) My observations in Medan city and Bekasi city found that the younger generation of Pariaman-translocal follows all kinds of traditions that take place, especially at the Burhanuddin Ulakan Mosque, without understanding that what is practiced is part of the TS tradition in it, for example, in the traditions of fasting, holidays, death, and others.

Pariaman people’s practices because groups that ignore or reject TS are considered to disregard their hometown traditions. The community’s TS tradition is maintained through its doctrines and traditions. The Pariaman community practices various TS rituals even in overseas land as a maintained TS tradition by those directly involved in reviving the community’s doctrine and tradition. Additionally, those not involved in the practice process understand that various rituals are part of the “living traditions” in the Pariaman community.

The TS doctrine and tradition reference the Pariaman community’s diversity. Spiritual life activities are associated with TS as a unified identity in the community. TS as an ethno-tariqa is a society’s spiritual reference that helps maintain traditions, especially in the Pariaman community, which identifies Tuanku as a spiritual and traditional leader. Tuanku is important as TS’s murshid, or spiritual leader. Their position in the social structure of Pariaman guides the community’s spiritual life and life problems, including social, political, and economic. They advise and guide the community using their spiritual depth and their mastery of the value system in society. The Pariaman community, as a religious community, upholds spiritual elements in their life activities, including cultural and economic practices associated with TS.

TS is important in people’s lives because it involves all life activities. As an ethno-tariqa, it is applied to people’s activities that grow and develop in their hometown and link them with the outside world. It

---

23 Interview with Tuanku Hasan Basri, August 29, 2020.
24 Interview with Tuanku Hasan Basri, August 29, 2020.
25 Suryadi, “Shaikh Daud of Sunur: Conflict between Reformists and the Shattariyyah Sufi Orders in Rantau Pariaman in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century.”
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is a community spiritual tradition, especially in maintaining and developing traditions considered original values in society, despite the TS’s spiritual leadership.\textsuperscript{28} TS in the Pariaman community has undergone no significant changes because its traditions are part of society’s value system that continues to develop. It is a reference in all aspects of life, especially for people connected to the outside world, as it influences their values and social systems. However, as the Pariaman community culture shows, TS is stringent in maintaining the changes in society. The TS and current tradition’s contestation reflect a strong value system maintained by the Pariaman community. It is guarded as part of the Pariaman-Translocal community’s traditions and culture, indicating cultural resistance through the community’s development.\textsuperscript{29}

Older people upholding and preserving its traditions help facilitate TS resistance. Furthermore, Medan and Bekasi cities showed resistance against the younger generation’s new elements, especially in spiritual institutions like mosques and surau. Both cities are plural and open through the diversity of their communities.\textsuperscript{30} Mosques and surau are guarded by older groups to comply with their hometown traditions.\textsuperscript{31} TS reflects the older generation’s strength in guarding TS traditions from challenges but disregards the younger generation’s input on new ideas for social development. The mosques and surau affiliated with TS are spiritual institutions that can resist religious development. Ethno-tariqa is a permanent identity in society’s dynamics due to its interpretation and the Pariaman community.

\textsuperscript{28} Interview with Tuanku Hasan Basri, August 29, 2020.


\textsuperscript{30} Abu Bakar, “Tarekat Syattariyah Ulakan di Kota Medan” (UIN Sumatera Utara, 2020), 104.

\textsuperscript{31} Interview with Tuanku Syahril, June 18, 2019, and Tuanku Hasan Basri, August 29, 2020.
TS in the Translocal Region

The Pariaman community migrates from their hometowns to new areas.\textsuperscript{32} Nomad community groups connect through similar homelands and cultural ties, legitimized by spiritual connection. Based on their traditions, the Pariaman-Translocal groups have a liaison with TS as an ethnic and spiritual identity. TS in Pariaman society is a liaison between ethnic groups and their hometown.\textsuperscript{33} The community’s religious diversity is based on TS aspects as a tradition that simplifies the people’s religious practices with a spiritual pattern. TS has integrated with the Pariaman community’s traditions and culture, especially those living in their hometown or the Pariaman-translocal group. Connecting ethnicity or ethnic groups is achieved by building relationships based on TS in community life activities, including overseas lands.

Medan and Bekasi cities apply TS to form the ethnic groups’ identities and connect Pariaman-translocal with the Pariaman ethnicity.\textsuperscript{34} TS practice is based on religious traditions, determining the Pariaman-translocal community’s traditions originality in their society because everything about “self” and ethnicity reflects their hometown. The religious traditions and practices originate from the village and assess the Pariaman-translocal community’s tradition.\textsuperscript{35} Therefore, different traditions are considered deviant. The Pariaman-Translocal community is


\textsuperscript{34} Interview with Tuanku Syahril, June 18, 2019.

\textsuperscript{35} Interview with Tuanku Syahril, June 18, 2019, Tayar Yusuf, “Kehidupan Tarekat di Sumatra Barat: Studi Kasus tentang Basapa di Ulakan-Pariaman” (IAIN Syarif Hidayatullah, 1998), 45.
connected to their homeland, which influences their life in an overseas land.

The Pariaman-translocal community referencing their traditional village shows a strong connection with local traditions to maintain originality with their hometown. At the same time, referencing the village makes TS a determinant of religious traditions and practices in overseas lands. TS reflects their original tradition to achieve sustainability between TS and the Pariaman tradition. The village’s influence as a spiritual reference is reflected in the Pariaman-translocal community’s religious practices, such as the “maliek bulan” tradition. The “maliek bulan” (looking at the month) tradition determines the beginning and end of Ramadan’s fasting worship. The Pariaman-translocal community fasting rituals are based on their hometown; hence, Ulakan determines TS. As shown by the Pariaman-translocal community in big cities whose religious practices are based on their village, the village rules must be implemented. Determining the beginning and end of Ramadan is based on different views held by the government or religious organizations. TS follows its worship implementation by combining ru’yat and local wisdom.

The Pariaman-translocal community’s tradition and interpretation of TS follow the Pariaman community group in their hometown. The Pariaman-translocal group has different experiences from their hometown. The “old generation” adapts to the overseas community by maintaining and referencing the village to establish TS affiliations. The groups are multi-ethnic and multi-cultural, with their own ways of maintaining TS traditions. Furthermore, the community in Medan City builds a network with other ethnic groups to maintain each other’s traditions by strengthening the community and spiritual


37 Interview with Tuanku Hasan Basri, August 29, 2020.
institutions. Spiritual institutions connect the Pariaman-Translocal community and the TS spiritual actualization in the overseas community.\(^\text{38}\)

TS in Bekasi city strengthens doctrines and rituals, especially in spiritual institutions like mosques. Mosques revitalize the Pariaman culture and implement cultural activities, such as weddings, or those connected to the Pariaman community's traditions referencing their hometown. The mosques maintain the Pariaman-translocal culture, unifying TS and their culture. TS in the overseas lands is related to spiritual aspects and maintains the community’s culture; hence, it is important in Pariaman-translocal community life.

The Pariaman-translocal community’s social identity in Medan and Bekasi City connects with TS in the village through mosques and surau formed by self-help communities. The spiritual institution, Shaykh Burhanuddin Ulakan, becomes their spiritual and ethnic identity, connecting the Pariaman community overseas.\(^\text{39}\) Mosques and surau maintain and preserve TS religious traditions in the Pariaman-Translocal community. The village’s traditional activities are practiced in the religious institutions formed by the Pariaman community. As a spiritual and traditional figure, Tuanku, assisted by Labai and Fakiah, formed the two spiritual institutions in their different roles; Tuanku guides and refers to the Pariaman-Translocal community’s traditions.\(^\text{40}\) He supported maintaining village traditions in the Overseas and TS sustainability in the


\(^{40}\) Observations conducted in Medan city and Bekasi city.
Pariaman-Translocal community.

Labai and Fakiah assisted Tuanku as a reference for TS to maintain and conduct the community’s traditions.\(^{41}\) He was passive and active as a TS leader, especially strengthening TS doctrine and traditions in the Pariaman-Translocal community through scheduled recitation activities called “self-assessment.” The Pariaman-Translocal community adapts TS through self-study to explore spiritual elements and become a better person following the TS doctrine.\(^{42}\) Tuanku in Medan City conducts the TS recitations in various places, visiting different surau or houses.\(^{43}\) In contrast, Bekasi city has a more passive Tuanku that preserves TS only in mosques and surau. The TS is conducted at a certain time and attended by the Pariaman-translocal community from various regions to maintain the tradition. The recitation is through spiritual and social relations connecting the Pariaman-Translocal community. They connect the Pariaman community, forming solidarity among migrants to help and advance each other in economic and political aspects.\(^{44}\)

The TS is conducted in the regional language, especially the Pariaman ethnic language, based on their hometown to maintain originality and facilitate ethnic ties. The regional language unifies the community to facilitate TS internalization in every Pariaman-translocal community.\(^{45}\) The regional languages are important in the TS recitations and are strengthened by the writings in the same language. As an integral part of Pariaman society, TS is connected with their ethnicity. Furthermore, Medan and Bekasi cities have preserved the local languages in TS studies because the communities are part of the Pariaman-

---

\(^{41}\) Abu Bakar, “Tarekat Syattariyah Ulakan di Kota Medan.”, 110; Agustianda, “The Influence of Sufism Thought Shaykh Burhanuddin among the Minangkabau Community in Medan City.”


\(^{43}\) Interview with Tuanku Hasan Basri, August 29, 2020.

\(^{44}\) Abu Bakar, “Tarekat Syattariyah Ulakan di Kota Medan.”, 120

\(^{45}\) Abu Bakar, “Tarekat Syattariyah Ulakan di Kota Medan.”, 125.
translocal ethnic group. However, a few other community groups are involved in various activities. The recitations are conducted despite the group’s Pariamanization through ethnic closeness or intermarriages to become part of the Pariaman community. Locality in TS doctrine and tradition strengthens the TS for the Pariaman-Translocal community to maintain tradition.

The Pariaman-translocal community’s TS actualization references the village; for example, mosques and surau affiliated with TS follow the village in various religious rituals, such as implementing the Friday sermon in Arabic. This practice is maintained by the view that the Prophet preached in Arabic.\(^\text{46}\) Therefore, Arabic sermons are preserved in the village and adapted to overseas lands. The Arabic sermons are distinctive and differentiators between the TS and other groups. The Arabic sermon text has been a legacy since the beginning of TS, developed by Shaykh Ulakan and succeeded by Tuanku. Maintaining the Arabic sermon tradition reflects self-identity affirmation and the developments that orthodoxy is a choice in maintaining and caring for TS’s traditional life.

The TS adaptation into the Pariaman culture is shown in the Salawat dulang tradition, which is maintained and preserved even in overseas lands. Salawat dulang tradition is conducted in certain situations, such as mawlid, isra’ Mi’raj, bawl, and others.\(^\text{47}\) It is conducted by reading various poems and local music containing the core TS doctrine. This tradition is part of the TS and Pariaman culture integration. The leaders of the TS group have developed it by incorporating modern changes while upholding tradition and referencing the village.

The Pariaman community in Medan City has several surau trying to adapt to the developments, especially dialogue with government policies

\(^{46}\) Sermons in Arabic were practiced from the Shaykh Ulakan period until today. Friday sermons in Arabic are also known as katubah ayyam in Minangkabau language (khutbah al-ayyam in Arabic), as daily sermons read during Friday prayers. The contents are a message of piety and good deeds.

on their religion’s dynamics. Negotiations with the overseas environment are interpreted as dialogue efforts with the current TS that contradict tradition. It was found that while maintaining the TS tradition, some surau implements rituals, such as the beginning of Ramadan, Eid al-Fitr, Eid al-Adha, were based on the government. However, others reference the village because TS holds religious authority, especially worship. TS determines its ritual schedule and implementation by combining the rukyah with local wisdom.

**TS as Hometown “Reminder Tool”**

The Pariaman-Translocal community in Medan and Bekasi City conducts TS’s rituals, such as the basapa tradition and 40 days of prayer. These two traditions have a different meaning for the Pariaman-translocal community. Preserving the community’s traditions is influenced by their hometown. Furthermore, certain groups in the Pariaman society set special times to conduct the traditions for spiritual aspects and liaison with other Pariaman ethnics in the overseas lands.

*Basapa*

The Basapa tradition refers to the month of travel, which has its meaning in the TS community groups, or Pariaman. The month of Safar refers to the year of Shaykh Ulakan’s death as the main murshid of TS in the Pariaman society. The Basapa tradition is conducted annually, and various ritual activities and are conducted to connect with their hometown and adapt the village life to the overseas community.

---

48 Interview with Tuanku Hasan Basri, August 29, 2020.


50 Ziaulhaq Hidayat, “Tariqa Shattariyya (TS) and Spiritual Tourism in Pariaman, *AL-A’RAF*– Vol. XX, No. 1 June 2023
translocal community participates in this tradition of returning to their hometown as a “reminiscent tool,” which attracts crowds to the activities. The basapa is a spiritual tradition that commemorates the death of Shaykh Ulakan and has become a part of the Pariaman community.  

The Pariaman-translocal community views the basapa tradition as broader to actualize TS and return to their hometown to meet their family. They perform certain rituals to commemorate the basapa activities conducted in mosques or surau in their respective cities. The basapa tradition respects and internalizes the Shaykh Ulakan’s doctrines and traditions as the main TS characteristics. Tuanku and Labai have a special role in conducting this tradition as the main elements of maintaining and practicing the TS tradition in the Pariaman community overseas and their hometowns. The community practices the basapa tradition to imitate Shaykh Ulakan, who introduced TS to the Pariaman society. This tradition is conducted through a pilgrimage to Shaykh Ulakan and various formalized religious activities, such as prayer, remembrance, Salawat, and others.  

40 days of prayer

The 40-day prayer is important in TS practice for the Pariaman community as the core ritual of Suluk in TS. The 40-day prayer involves seclusion by practitioners in a certain place, such as a mosque or surau, guided by the Tuanku and assisted by Labai. The congregation conducting the ritual practices is formalized in the TS doctrines and traditions. Some people implement the 40-day prayer ritual by returning home to the mosque or place of worship connected to Shaykh Ulakan, accompanied by a mursyid or Tuanku as TS, the successor in their

---

53 Interview with Tuanku Hasan Basri, August 29, 2020.
hometown. Conducting the 40-day prayer in their hometown references the village as having more value in the doctrines and rituals for all spiritual aspects considered ethnic tradition.

Other congregations to conduct the 40-day prayer ritual in overseas lands. This technical option considers the time and funding spent to return home, preferring the city. The 40-day prayer ritual determines a practitioner’s spiritual spirit within themselves. It requires a commitment to implement and accommodate the ritual. It was found that some Pariaman-translocal people in Medan city did not implement the 40-day prayer ritual, but certain groups from the older generation were the biggest part of the ritual practice. The older generation group does not perform eventful activities; however, they are involved in self-affirmation rituals to maintain tradition and self-improvement through the TS rituals.54

The Pariaman-translocal community in Medan and Bekasi city follows the Tuanku as a spiritual leader and reference for all entities. Tuanku is an alternative for guidance and help; for example, people can ask or complain about cultural and economic issues.55 Additionally, Tuanku can ask for prayer and medicine, especially medical practices based on local wisdom. Tuanku strengthens TS in the Pariaman culture and traditions because it is referenced in all community activities, such as marriage or death. Furthermore, it strengthens the overseas TS to occupy a high position.

It is not easy to become Tuanku in the Pariaman society in your hometown or overseas due to the long process of occupying important social structures. Tuanku is a group that connects to tariqa traditional Islamic education, especially TS. Educated groups in traditional Islamic education are called “syiak people,” who learn Islam, especially from society’s traditions.56 The “syiak” group in Medan and Bekasi city pioneers,

54 Abu Bakar, “Tarekat Syattariyah Ulakan di Kota Medan.”, 155.
56 Interview with Tuanku Hasan Basri, August 29, 2020.
the TS formation and development in the Pariaman-translocal community, passed in two generations of Tuanku that maintained TS in the nomad community. Tuanku’s efforts to strengthen TS in the overseas lands began by establishing surau and mosques, effective in Medan city, with various spiritual institutions spread among the Pariaman people. The surau and mosques affiliated with TS are built based on community self-help that is continuously developed. However, it is found that some spiritual institutions lack attention but still connect the Pariaman community.

Conclusion

The Pariaman community, especially those who have migrated to various regions of Indonesia, is an ideal example of how spiritual traditions, such as TS, can grow and develop in their society. TS has also merged into the lives of its people so that it can no longer be distinguished between the culture of the Pariaman people and the TS doctrine, and everything has become one in the community’s traditions, including groups that migrate the mixing between culture and tarekat doctrine as part of the process of forming an ethno-tariqa. TS as an ethno-tariqa was formed by unifying the TS doctrines and rituals with the Pariaman community’s culture. The TS and Pariaman culture unification linked their doctrines and rituals, proving that TS as a transnational tariqa can adapt to local culture by simulating society’s needs, especially their realities. Additionally, as an ethno-tarikat, it forms the Pariaman community group’s identity, especially for the younger generation to understand that TS involves ethnic identity to accept spiritually-based religious practices. TS is related to the spiritual-processing process and an integral part of the migrating Pariaman-Translocal community. It binds and reminds the community of their hometown, connecting those with TS ties.

TS references the hometown in all aspects of life to become an ethno-tariqa dominated by certain groups that liaison between the community and others, connecting between worlds. The Pariaman-
translocal community has a spiritual mission overseas to grow and develop TS in its migrations. This spiritual mission involves the TS unification with Pariaman culture to be interpreted as their hometown. Additionally, TS connects and reminds the Pariaman-translocal community of their hometown. Therefore, the hometown is an important place of return connected through TS.
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